Dopa-responsive dystonia

Dopa-responsive dystonia is a disorder that involves involuntary muscle contractions, tremors, and other uncontrolled movements (dystonia). The features of this condition range from mild to severe. This form of dystonia is called dopa-responsive dystonia because the signs and symptoms typically improve with sustained use of a medication known as L-Dopa.

Signs and symptoms of dopa-responsive dystonia usually appear during childhood, most commonly around age 6. The first signs of the condition are typically the development of inward- and upward-turning feet (clubfeet) and dystonia in the lower limbs. The dystonia spreads to the upper limbs over time; beginning in adolescence, the whole body is typically involved. Affected individuals may have unusual limb positioning and a lack of coordination when walking or running. Some people with this condition have sleep problems or episodes of depression more frequently than would normally be expected.

Over time, affected individuals often develop a group of movement abnormalities called parkinsonism. These abnormalities include unusually slow movement (bradykinesia), muscle rigidity, tremors, and an inability to hold the body upright and balanced (postural instability).

The movement difficulties associated with dopa-responsive dystonia usually worsen with age but stabilize around age 30. A characteristic feature of dopa-responsive dystonia is worsening of movement problems later in the day and an improvement of symptoms in the morning, after sleep (diurnal fluctuation).

Rarely, the movement problems associated with dopa-responsive dystonia do not appear until adulthood. In these adult-onset cases, parkinsonism usually develops before dystonia, and movement problems are slow to worsen and do not show diurnal fluctuations.

Frequency

Dopa-responsive dystonia is estimated to affect 1 per million people worldwide. However, the disorder is likely underdiagnosed because the condition may not be identified in people with mild symptoms, or it may be misdiagnosed in people who have symptoms similar to other movement disorders.

Causes

Mutations in the \textit{GCH1} gene are the most common cause of dopa-responsive dystonia. Less often, mutations in the \textit{TH} or \textit{SPR} gene cause this condition.
The **GCH1** gene provides instructions for making an enzyme called GTP cyclohydrolase. This enzyme is involved in the first of three steps in the production of a molecule called tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4). The **SPR** gene, which provides instructions for making the sepiapterin reductase enzyme, is involved in the last step of tetrahydrobiopterin production. Tetrahydrobiopterin helps process several protein building blocks (amino acids), and is involved in the production of chemicals called neurotransmitters, which transmit signals between nerve cells in the brain. Specifically, tetrahydrobiopterin is involved in the production of two neurotransmitters called dopamine and serotonin. Among their many functions, dopamine transmits signals within the brain to produce smooth physical movements, and serotonin regulates mood, emotion, sleep, and appetite.

The protein produced from the **TH** gene is also involved in dopamine production. The **TH** gene provides instructions for making the enzyme tyrosine hydroxylase, which helps convert the amino acid tyrosine to dopamine.

Mutations in the **GCH1** or **SPR** gene impair the production of tetrahydrobiopterin, which leads to a decrease in the amount of available dopamine. **TH** gene mutations result in the production of a tyrosine hydroxylase enzyme with reduced function, which leads to a decrease in dopamine production. A reduction in the amount of dopamine interferes with the brain’s ability to produce smooth physical movements, resulting in the dystonia, tremor, and other movement problems associated with dopa-responsive dystonia. Sleep and mood disorders also occur in some individuals with **GCH1** or **SPR** gene mutations; these disorders likely result from a disruption in the production of serotonin. Problems with sleep and episodes of depression are not seen in people with dopa-responsive dystonia caused by **TH** gene mutations, which is sometimes referred to as Segawa syndrome.

Some people with dopa-responsive dystonia do not have an identified mutation in the **GCH1**, **TH**, or **SPR** gene. The cause of the condition in these individuals is unknown.

**Inheritance Pattern**

When dopa-responsive dystonia is caused by mutations in the **GCH1** gene, it is inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern, which means one copy of the altered gene in each cell is sufficient to cause the disorder. In some cases, an affected person inherits the mutation from one affected parent. Other cases result from new mutations in the gene and occur in people with no history of the disorder in their family.

Some people who inherit the altered **GCH1** gene never develop features of dopa-responsive dystonia. (This situation is known as reduced penetrance.) It is unclear why some people with a mutated gene develop the disease and other people with a mutated gene do not. For unknown reasons, dopa-responsive dystonia caused by mutations in the **GCH1** gene affects females two to four times more often than males.

When **TH** gene mutations are responsible for causing dopa-responsive dystonia, it is inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern, which means both copies of the gene in each cell have mutations. The parents of an individual with an autosomal recessive
condition each carry one copy of the mutated gene, but they typically do not show signs and symptoms of the condition.

When dopa-responsive dystonia is caused by mutations in the SPR gene, it can have either an autosomal recessive or, less commonly, an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance.

Other Names for This Condition

• DRD
• dystonia 5, dopa-responsive type
• hereditary progressive dystonia with marked diurnal fluctuation

Diagnosis & Management

Genetic Testing Information

• What is genetic testing?
  /primer/testing/genetictesting
• Genetic Testing Registry: Dystonia 5, Dopa-responsive type
• Genetic Testing Registry: Segawa syndrome, autosomal recessive
• Genetic Testing Registry: Sepiapterin reductase deficiency

Research Studies from ClinicalTrials.gov

• ClinicalTrials.gov
  https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22dopa-responsive+dystonia%22+OR+%22Dystonia%22

Other Diagnosis and Management Resources

• Dartmouth-Hitchcock Children's Hospital at Dartmouth
  https://www.chadkids.org/neurology/neurology_drd_about.html
• GeneReview: GTP Cyclohydrolase 1-Deficient Dopa-Responsive Dystonia
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1508
• GeneReview: Hereditary Dystonia Overview
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1155

Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus

• Health Topic: Dystonia
  https://medlineplus.gov/dystonia.html
Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center

- Dopa-responsive dystonia
  https://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/diseases/9817/dopa-responsive-dystonia

Additional NIH Resources

- National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke: Dystonias Fact Sheet
  https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Disorders/All-Disorders/Dystonias-Information-Page

Educational Resources

- MalaCards: dystonia, dopa-responsive
  https://www.malacards.org/card/dystonia_dopa_responsive

- MalaCards: dystonia, dopa-responsive, due to sepiapterin reductase deficiency
  https://www.malacards.org/card/dystonia_dopa_responsive_due_to_sepiapterin_reductase_deficiency

- Orphanet: Dopa-responsive dystonia
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=255

Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

- Dystonia Medical Research Foundation
  https://dystonia-foundation.org/what-is-dystonia/types-dystonia/dopa-responsive/

Clinical Information from GeneReviews

- GTP Cyclohydrolase 1-Deficient Dopa-Responsive Dystonia
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1508

- Hereditary Dystonia Overview
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1155

Scientific Articles on PubMed

- PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28Dystonia%5BMAJR%5D%29+AND+%28dopa-responsive+dystonia%5BTIAB%5D%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+1800+days%22%5Bdp%5D

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

- DYSTONIA, DOPA-RESPONSIVE
  http://omim.org/entry/128230

- DYSTONIA, DOPA-RESPONSIVE, DUE TO SEPIAPTERIN REDUCTASE DEFICIENCY
  http://omim.org/entry/612716

- SEGAWA SYNDROME, AUTOSOMAL RECESSIVE
  http://omim.org/entry/605407
Medical Genetics Database from MedGen

- Dystonia 5, Dopa-responsive type
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